
cHAPTERGOAIS 
Among tlie questions we will nnswer are the following: 4. What is an electrolyte? 
1. What are solutions, and what factors affect solubility? 

rnB GOAL: Be able to define the different kinds of mix
tures an d explain the influence on solubility of solvent 
and solute structu re, temperature, and p ressure. 

THE GOAL: Be able to recognize s trong and weak elec
trolytes and nonclectrolytes, and express e lectrolyte 
concentrations. 

5. I low do solutions differ from pure solvents in their behavior? 
2. How is the concentration of a solution expressed? 

TllE GOAL, Be able to define, use, and convert be tween 
the most common ways of expressin g so lution 
concentrations. 

THE GOAL: Be able to exp lain vapo r p ressure lowerin g, 
boiling p oint elevation, and freezing point d epression 
for solutions. 

6. What is osmosis? 
3, How arc dilutio ns carried o ut? 

THE GOAL: Be able to calculate the concentration of a solu
tion prepared b y dilution and explain how to make a 
desired dilution. 

THE GOAL: Be able to describe osmosis and some of its 
applications. 

U p to this point, we h ave been concerned primarily with pure substances, 
both elements and compounds. In day-to-day life, however, most of the 
materials we come in contact with are mixtures. Air, for example, is 
a gaseous mixture of primarily oxygen and nitrogen; blood is a liquid 

mixture of many different components; and many rocks are solid mixtures of differ
ent minerals. In this chapter, we look closely at the characteristics and properties of 
mixtures, with particular attention to the uniform mixtures we call solutions. 

9.1 Mixtures and Solutions 
As we saw in Section 1.3, a mixture is an intimate combination of two or more sub
stances, both of which retain their chemical identities. (CCD, p . 6) Mixtures can be 
classified as either heterogeneous or ltomogeneo11s as indicated in Figure 9.1, depend
ing on their appearance. Heterogeneous mixtures are those in which the mixing is 

Heterogeneous 
mixtures 

Mixture 
Seawater 

Mayonnaise 
Rocks 

SolutiOIII 

M.a.tter 

Are properties and 
composition constant? 

No I Yes 

Physical change 

Homogeneous 
mixtures 

Colloida 

Putt ... betance 

Heterogeneous mixture A nonuni
fom1 mixture that has regions of dif
ferent composition. 

◄ FIGURE 9.1 Classification of 
mixtures. The components in het
erogeneous mixtures are not uniform
ly mixed. and the composition varies 
with location. In homogeneous mix
tures, the components are uniformly 
mixed at the molecular level. 
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Homogeneous mixture A uni~ 
form mixture that ha the ~amc 
composition throughout. 

Solution A homogeneous mixture 
that contains particles the si1e of a 

l)'plcal ion or small molC'Cule. 

Colloid A homogeneous mixture 

that contains particles that range in 
diameter from 2 to 500 nm. 

(a) 

f I ve regions of different compositio 
. d h · h there ore 1a . . h n. R. 

not urn form an w " ii, a hetcrogencou, mixture, wit something dif Ock1 
Road ice cream, for exa':'ple, other rocks arc also heterogcncou\ h fere'1t 
in every spoonful. Gramtc ani m~"Terogcncous mixing of d ifferent ·rn~1

•1ng, 
grainy character due 10 t e . e hich the mixing is uniform and that ttcraJ1. 
Homogeneous mixtures are those mh:11 Seawater, a homogeneous mixture oe?>fore 
have the same compos1hon throug · 

1 
SOI~. 

. . d ·n water is an examp e. . 
ble 1001c compoun s 1 

' be fu rther classified as either solutions or 
1 Homogeneous mixtur~s can ·c1es Solutions, the most important class of co 1% 

according to the size of the,r parti ihe size of a typical ion or small mo! holllo. 
geneous mixtures contain particles f I ecu1e-.. 

'. d" 1 colloids such as mil.k and og, arc a so homogen roughlyO 1-2 nm m iame er. ' . • h Cous 
. · b t · I rger particles than soluttons-m t e range 2-= m appea rance ut con am a """nlll 
diameter. 

(b) (C) 

J. (a) Wine is a solution ol dissolved molecules, and (b) milk 1s a colloid with fine partteles !ha' 
do not separate out on standing. (c) An aerosol spray, by contrast, 1s a heterogeneous mixt11e 
of small particles visible to the naked eye. 

Liquid solutions, colloids, and heterogeneous mixtures can be distinguished in 
several ways. For example, liquid solutions are transparent (although they may be 
colored). Colloids may appear transparent if the particle size is small, but they have 
a murky or opaque appearance if the particle size is larger. Neither solutions nor 
small-particle colloids separate on standing, and the particles in both are loo small 
to be removed by fi ltration. Heterogeneous mixtures and large-particle colloids, 
also known as "suspensions," are murky and opaque and their particles will slowly 
settle on prolonged standing. House paint is an example. . 

Table 9.1 gives some examples of solutions, colloids, and heterogeneous aux· 
tures. It is interesting to note that blood has characteristics of all three. About 45% 

TABLE 9.1 Some Characteristics of Solutions, Colloids, and Heterogeneous Mixtures 

TYPE OF MIXTURE PARTICLE SIZE EXAMPLES CHARACTERISTICS 

Solution <2.0 nm Air, seawater, Transparent to light; does 
gasoline, wine not separate on standing; 

nonfilterable 
Colloid 2.0-500 nm Butter, milk, Often murky or opaque to 

fog, pearl light; does not separate on 
standing; nonfilterable 

Heterogeneous >500 nm Blood, paint, Murky or opaque to light 
aerosol sprays separates on standing; 

filterable 
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by volume of blood consists of suspended red and white cells, which settle s lowly 
on stand mg; the remammg 55% is plns111n, which contains ions in so lution and col
loidal protem molecules. 

Althou_gh we usually think of solids dissolved in liquids when we ta lkabout so lu
tions, solut:tons a~h.tallyoccur in a ll three phases of m atte r (Table9.2) . Metal a lloys like 
H-karat gold (58 1/o gold with silver and copper) and brass (10-40% zinc with copper), 
for instance, are soluti~ns _of one soli d with another. For solutions in which a gas or 
solid 1s dissolved m a liqwd, the dissolved substance is ca lled the solute and the liq
uid is called the sol~ent. When one liquid is dissolved in another, the minor compo
nent 1s usually considered the solute and the major component is the solvent. 

TABLE 9.2 Some Different Types of Solutions 

TYPE OF SOLUTION 

Gas in gas 

Gas in liquid 

Gas in solid 

Liquid in liquid 

Liquid in solid 

Solid in liquid 

Solid in solid 

EXAMPLE 

Air (02, N2, Ar, and other gases) 

Seltzer water (CO2 in water) 

H2 in palladium metal 

Gasoline (mixture of hydrocarbons) 

Dental amalgam (mercury in silver) 

Seawater (NaCl and other salts in water) 

Metal alloys such as 14-karat gold (Au, Ag. and Cu) 

PROBLEM. 9.1 

Classify the following liquid mixtures as heterogeneous or homogeneous. 
Further classify each homogeneous mixture as a solution or colloid. 

(a) Orange juice (bl Apple juice 

(c) Hand lotion (d) Tea 

9.2 The Solution Process 
What determines whether a substance is soluble in a given liquid? Solubility 
depends primarily on the strength of the attractions between solute and solvent 
particles relative to the strengths of the attractions within the pure substances. Ethyl 
alcohol is soluble in water, for example, because hydrogen bonding (Section 8.11) is 
nearly as strong between water and ethyl alcohol molecules as it is between water 
molecules a lone or ethyl alcohol molecules a lone. ( , p. 238) 

Solvent Solvent 

~ Solutions form when these 
three kinds of forces are similar. 

A good rule of thumb for predicting solubility is that "like dissolves like," 
meaning that substances with similar intermolecula r forces form solutions with one 
another, whereas substances with clifferent intermolecular forces do not (Section 8.11). 
( , p. 235) 

Solute A substance dissolved in a 
liquid . 

Solvent The liquid in which 
another substance is dissolved. 
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4 011 and water do not m,x because 
they have different 1ntermolecular 
forces, resulting ,n the formation of 011 
slicks. 

Solvation The clustering of sol
vent molecules arow,d a dissolved 
solute molecu.Je or ion. 

4 Instant cold packs used to treat 
muscle strains and sprains often take 
advantage of the endothermic 
enthalpy of a solution of salts such as 
ammonium nitrate. 

d . ,·c solutes· n npolar solven ts di' 
• 1 olar an ion ' . •Solv 

Polar solven ts di so ve P ' bonding compound like wate ~~"'-
• 

1 
h}•drogen- r d.i . ,,, 

polar solutes. Thus, ". po ar, 'de whereas a nonpolar organic cornpo ssolvl!s 
ethyl a lcohol and sodium chlon ' olar organic compounds like fats IJ.~d Ii~ 

hexane (C6H14) dissolves 0th:~i~~~~~e ~ne another, as summed up by th/:d % 
Water and 011, however,,do no,, The in termolec ular fo rces between water 

111 
1d say. 

ing, "Oi l and water don I nu".. •xturc is shaken, the waler laye 01ec~~ 
arc so strong that after an oil-water 1111 r te-f0 '1lts 

squeezing out th_e_ oil _molec~;'~:ited to ionic compounds and e thyl alcohol ' 
Water solubility is not · niino acids and even some p : 111an, 

I 
• b t s such as suga rs, a ' rote1ns , 

po ar orgarnc su San~~ , deratcly polar organic molecules such 'dis. 
olvc in water. fn add,hon, s_mall, moto a limited extent. When mixed wi th asch!o. 

roform (CHCl3) are olu bl~ lll wate1 nd dissolves, but the remainder for WaJer, a 
small amount of the orgarnc compou . ms in or anic mole rns a Sepa 
rate liquid layer. As tl,e number of carbon ato g, cu les increases· 
though, wa ter solubility decreases. . . . . . ' 

The process of dissolving an ionic solid 111 a polar ltqmd can be _v isualized 
shown in Figure 9.2 for sodium chloride. When NaCl crySta ls are put Ln Water, io as 
al tl1e crystal surface come into contact with polar water molecu les. Positive~ 
charged Na + ions are attracted to the negatively polanzed ?xygen of wa ter, and n Y 
atively charged ci- ions are attracted to the positi vely polanzed hydrogens. The co~ 
bined forces of attraction between an ion and several water molecules pull the . 
away from the crystal, exposing a fresh surface, w1til ultimately the crysta l dissoi:: 
Once in solution, Na + and ct- ions are completely surrounded by solven t molecuJ · 
a phenomenon called solvation (or, specificaUy_ for water, hydrntwn). The wa ter 1110! 
cules form a loose shell around the ions, sta b1hzmg them by electrical attraction. 

4 FIGURE 9.2 Dissolution of an NaCl crystal in water. Polar water molecules surround the 
individual Na + and c1- ions at an exposed edge or corner, pulling them from the crystal surlace 
into solution and surrounding thern. Note how the negatively polarized oxygens of water iroe
cules cluster around Na+ ions and the positively polarized hydrogens cluster around c1- ,ans. 

The dissolution of a solute in a solvent is a physical change since the solution 
component~ retain their chemical identi ties. Like all chemical and physical changes, 
the d1ssoluhon of a substance in a solvent has associated with ii a heal change, or 
enthnlpy change (Section 7.2). ( , p. 184) Some substances dissolve exothermi
cally, releasing heat and warming the resul tant solution, whereas other substarces 
dissolve endothermically, absorbing heat and cooling the resultant solution. Calcium 
chloride, fo r example, releases 19.4 kcal / 1110 ! of heat energy when it dissolves 111 

water, but ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) nbsorbs 6.1 kcaJ / mol of heat energy. 
Athletes and others take advantage of both situations when they use instant ho! 
packs or cold packs lo treat injuries. Both hot and cold packs consist of a pouch of 
water and a dry chemica l, such a CaCl2 or MgSO

4 
for hot packs and NH4NO, 

for ~old packs. Squeezmg the pack breaks the pouch and the solid dissolves, either 
ra1smg or lowermg the temperature. 



wo11KED EXAMPLE 9.1 Formation of Solutions 

Which of the following pairs of substances would you expect to form solutions? 

(a) Carbon tetrachloride (CCI.1) and hexane (C
6
H14). 

(b) Octane (CsH1s) and methyl alcohol (CH
3
OH). 

ANALYSIS Identify the kinds of intermolecular forces in each substance 
(Section 8.11 ). Substances with similar intermolecular forces tend to form 
solutions. 

SOLUTION 

(a) Hexane contains only C- H and C-C bonds, which are nonpolar. 
Carbon tetrachloride contains polar C-Cl bonds, but they are dis
tributed symmetrically in the te trahedral molecule so tha t it too is 
nonpolar. TI,e major in termolecu lar force for both compo,mds is 
London dispersion forces, so they will form a solution. 

(b) Octane contains only C-H and C - C bonds and so is nonpolar; 
the major in termolecular force is dispersion. Methyl alcohol contains 
polar C - O and 0 - H bonds; it is polar and forms hydrogen bonds. 
TI,e intermolecular forces for the two substances a re so d issimilar that 
they do no t form a solution. 

PROBLEM9.2 

Which of the followi.ng pairs of substances would you expect to form 
solutions? 

(a) CCl.i and water 

(b) Benzene (C6H6) and MgS04 

(c) Hexane (CnH14) and heptane (C7H16) 

(d) Ethyl a lcohol (C2H5OH) and heptanol (C7H 15OH) 

9.3 Solid Hydrates 
Some ionic compounds a ttract water strongly enough to hold onto water molecules 
even when crystalline, forming what are called solid /1ydrntes. For example, the plas
ter of Paris used to make decorative objects and casts for broken limbs is calcium 
sulfate hemihydrate, CaSO4 • !H2O. The dot between CaSO4 and ½H2O in the for
mula ind icates that for every two Ca5O4 form ula units in the crystal there is also 
one water molecule present. 

CaS04 • ½H2O A solid hydrate 

After being groLmd up and mixed with water to make plaster, CaSO., · ½H20 
~radually changes into the crystaJlin e d ihydrate Caso., · 2 H2O, known as gyps11111. 
During the change, the p laster hardens and expands m volume, causmg ,t to _fill _a 
nold or shape itself closely around a broken limb. Table 9.3 lists some other 10111c 
:ompounds that a re handled primarily as hydrates. 

Still other ionic compounds a ttract water so strongly that they pull water vapor 
ram humid air to become hydrated. Compounds that s how this behavior, such as 
alcium chloride (CaCI2), are called hygroscopic and are often used as drying 
,gents. You might have noticed a small bag of~ hygroscopic compound (probably 
ilica gel, 5;02 ) included in the packing matenal_ of a n_ew_ MP3 player, camera, or 
,!her electronic device to keep humidity low d unng sluppmg. 
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Hygroscopic Having the ability 
to pull water molecules from the 
surrounding atmosphere. 

4 Plaster of Paris (CaSO, · ½H20) 
slowly turns into gypsum 
(CaS04 • 2 H20) when added to 
water. In so doing, the plaster hardens 
and expands, causing it to fill a mold. 
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Miscible Mutually soluble in all 
proportions. 

Saturated solution A solution 
that contains the maximum amount 
of dissolved solute at equilibrium. 

Solubility The maximum amount 
of a substance that will dissolve in a 
gh·en amount of solvent at a speci
fied temperature. 

l \Bl 1 9 3 Some Common Solid I fydrates 

FORMULA 

AICl1·6HiO 
CaS04 ·2 H20 

CaSO, ·)HiO 

PROBf.EM 9.3 

NAME 

Aluminum chlonde hexahydrate 

C.1lc1um sulfate di hydrate (gypsum) 

Calcium sulfate hemihydrate 
(plaster of Paris) 
Copper(fl) sulfate pentahydrate 
(blue vitriol) 
Magnesium sulfate heptahydrate 
(epsom salts) 
Sodium tetraborate decahydrate 
(borax) 
Sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate 
(hypo) 

USES 

Antiperspir~ 

Cemenls, wallboard 
Casb, mold,, ~ 

Pesticide, gernuade 
to pica I fungicide ' 

Laxative,anticon,uJsaiu 

Cleaning comJ>Ounds 
fireproofmg agent ' 

Photographic fixer 

Write the formula of sodium sulfate decahydrate, known as Glauber 's salt 
and used as a laxative. 

PROBLEM9,4 

What masses of Glauber 's salt must be used to provide 1.00 mo! of sodium 
sulfate? 

9.4 Solubility 
We saw in Section 9.2 that ethyl alcohol is soluble in water because hydrogen bond
ing is nearly as strong between water and ethyl alcohol molecules as ii is between 
water molecules alone or ethyl alcohol molecules alone. So similar are the forces m 
this particular case, in fact, that the two liquids are miscible, or mutuallv solublem 
all proportions. Ethyl alcohol will continue to dissolve in water no matter ho..
much is added. 

Most substances, however, reach a solubility limit beyond which no more 1,iD 
dissolve in solution. imagine, for instance that you are asked to prepare a saline 
solution (aqueous NaCl). You might measure out some water, add solid l\aO, and 
stir the mixture. Dissolution occurs rapidly at first but then slows down as more 
and more NaCl is added. Eventually the dissolution stops because an equilibrium 
is reached when the numbers of Na+ and Cl- ions leaving a crystal and going mlo 

solution are equal to the numbers of ions returning from solution to the crystal At 
this point, the solution is said to be saturated. A maximum of 35.8 g of i\"aO "ill 
dissolve in 100 mL of water at 20 °C. Any amount above this 1.in,it simply smks to 
the bottom of the container and sits there. 

The equilibrium reached by a saturated solution is like the equilibrium reached 
by a reversible reaction (Section 7.7). (c::I:I:), p. 198) Both are dynamic situations"'. 
which no apparent change occurs because the rates of forward and ba :wara 
processes are equal. Solute particles leave the solid urface and reenter the · 
from solution at the same rate. 

Dissolve 
Solid solute ;,====z Solution 

Crystallize 

The maximum amount of a substance that wiU dissolve in a given amount of• 
solvent at a given temperature, usuaUy expressed in grams per 100 mL (g/100 tn1:~ 
is called the substance's solubility. Solubility is a characteristic property of a speal" 
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solute-so lvent combina tion. and d ifferent substance,, have g reatly differing solub il-
ities- Only 9.6 g o f sodium hyd rogen carbona te w ill d issolve in 100 ml of w a ter a l 
zo "C, for in s tan ce, but 204 g o f sucrose will d issolve under the same conditions. 

9,5 The Effect of Temperature on Solubility 
As anyone w ho has e ve r made te a or coffee knows, temperature o ften has a dra matic 
effect on so lubility. The compo w1ds in tea leaves o r coffee beans, for ins tance, 
dissolve easily in ho t wate r but no t in cold wate r. The e ffect of tempera tu re is diffe r
ent for every subs tance, however, and is usua lly w,predictable. As shown in 
figure 9.3(a), the solubilities of most molecular an d ionic solids increase wi th in creas
ing tempera tu re, but the solubilities o f others (NaCl) are almost unchanged, and the 
solubilities o f s till others (Ce2(S04h ] decrease with increasing temperature. 

So lid s that a re mo re so luble a t h igh te mpera tu re than at low tem peratUie 
can sometimes form what are calJed supersaturated solutions , which contain even 
more solute tha n a satu rated solution. Suppose, for ins tance, that a large a mo unt of 
a substance is d isso lved a t a hig h temperature. As the solu tion cools, the solubiLity 
decreases and the excess solu te sho uld p recip itate to mainta in eq uilibr ium. Bu t if 
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Supersaturated solution A solu
tion that contains more than the 
maximum amo unt of dissolved 
solute; a noncqui librium situation. 

◄ FIGURE 9.3 Solubilities of 
some (a) solids and (b) gases, in 
water as a function of temperature. 
Most solid substances become more 
soluble as temperature rises (although 
the exact relationship is usually com
plex), while the solubility of gases 
decreases. 
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4 FIGURE 9.4 A supersaturated 
solution of sodium acetate in water. 
When a nny seed crystal s added. 
larger crys:aJs rap,dly grow and pra
cortate from the solut,oo until equ!l,b
num IS ieached. 

d ·r the container st,rnds quietly, cry . 
the cooling "done very slowl~~; a ~upersaturated solutio n might re,,~

1
~111<•ti~ 

might not occur 1mmrdiately d recip itatio n ca n occ ur dram atically Wh; Sue1i 
1 ;olution is un;table, hoii'e\ er, J!l PJall,·L ,tion (Figu re 9.4). en a t;,
1
_ 

· . - ~~crn • . ~ 
sred crystal ts J dded to ,ru • f temperalure on the solubility of 

u. nJike solids, the U1fluendce ~a'"" the so lubi lity of most gases , gases ~ 
d . . f heat ecrc = 0 

' oS SI>,,,_ 
predictable: Ad 1tion ° . 100 excep tion). One result of this tern " "I 111 
Figure 9.3{b) 01eliu~ is 

the o7:
1
t~~t;~an sometimes be noted in a 5trean-, or ra~lure. 

dependent decrease 111 gas 
50 

f • 11 ind ustrial operation. As water tern Ilea, 
th fl f , rm water rom a ~ 'a•-

e out ow o "
3 

. 1 d ' lved oxygen in the waler decrea5e5, kill •ore 
mcre,1<c'S, the concentration o ~so levels. ing fisl) 
u,at cannot tolerate the lower o,ygen 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9_2 Solubility of Gases: Effect of Tempera ture 

from the following graph of solubility versus t<;m.perature f~\ 0 2, estimate the 
d in wate r at 25 C and a t 3~ C. By whaJ concentration of d issolve oxygen l'er-

centage d oes the concentration of 02 change? 

15 25 

Temperature ("C) 

35 45 

ANALYSIS The solubility of O, (on the y-axis) can be determined by find ing the 
appropriate temperature (on the x-axis) and extrapolating. The percent change 
is calculated as 

(SolubWty a t 25 °C) - (Solubility at 35 °C) x 1()() 

(Solubili ty at 25 °C) 

SOLUTION 

from the graph we estimate that the solubility of 0 2 at 25 °C is approximately 
8.3 mg / Land at 35 °C is 7.0 mg/ L. The percent change in solubility is 

PROBIEM9.5 

S,3 - 7-0 X 100 = 16% 
8.3 

Look al the g raph of solubility versus tem peratu re in Figure 9.3, and estimate 
the solubility of KBr in water a t 50 °C in g / 100 ml. 

9.6 The Effect of Pressure on Solubility: Henry's Law 

Pressu re has vir tually no effect on the solubility of a solid o r liquid , but it;.:'. 
a strong effect on the solubility of a gas. Accord ing to Henry's Jaw, the solu~- 1 ) 

(or concentration) of a gas in a liquid is directly propo rtional to the partia l pre»urt' 
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(a) Equilibrium (b) Pressure increase (cl Equilibrium restored 

of the gas over the liquid. (Recall from Section 8.10 that each gas in a mixture exerts 
a partial pressure independent of o ther gases present ( , p. 233). If the partial 
pressure of the g~s doubles, solubility doubles; if the gas pressure is halved, solu
bility 1s halved (Figure 9.5). 

Henry's law The solubility (or concentra tion) of a gas is directly proportional 
to the partial p ressure of the gas if the temperature is constant. That is, 
concentration (C) divided by pressure (P) is constant when Tis constant, 

C 
or -- = k (At a constant tempera ture) 

Pgas 

Henry's law can be explained using Le Chatelier's principle (Section 7.9), which 
states that when a system at equilibrium is placed under stress, the equilibrium 
shifts to relieve that stress. ( , p. 203) 1n the case of a saturated solution of a gas 
in a liquid, an equilibrium exists whereby gas molecules enter and leave the solution 
at the same ra te. When the system is stressed by increasing the pressure of the gas, 
more gas molecules go into solution to relieve that increase. Conversely, w hen_ the 
pressure of the gas is decreased , more gas molecules come out of solution to relieve 
the decrease. 

[Pressure - I 

Gas + Solvent ==. Solution 

As an example of Henry's law in action, think about the fiz~ing that occurs 
when you open a bottle of soft drink or champagne. The bottle 1s sealed under 
greater than 1 atm of CO2 pressure, causing some of the CO2 to dissolve. When_the 
bottle is opened, h owever, CO2 pressure drops and gas comes flzzmg out of soluhon. 

Writing Henry's law in the form P gas "". C/k shows that parHal press~re can be 
used to express the concentration of a gas m a solution, a practice espeoally com
mon in health-related sciences. Table 9.4 gives some typical val~es and illustrates the 
convenience of having the same unit for concentration of a gas m both au and blood. 

TABLE 9_4 Partial Pressures and Normal Gas Concentrations in Body Fluids 

PARTIAL PRESSURE (mmHg) 

SAMPLE PN, Po, Pco, 

Inspired air (dry) 597 159 0.3 

Alveolar air (saturated) 573 100 40 

Expired air (sa turated) 569 116 28 

Arterial blood 573 95 40 

Venous blood 573 40 45 

Peripheral tissues 573 40 45 

PH,o 

3.7 

47 

47 

◄ FIGURE 9.5 Henry's law. The 
solubility of a gas is directly propor• 
tional to its partial pressure . An 
increase in pressure causes more gas 
molecules to enter sclution until equi
librium is restored between the dis· 
solved and undissolved gas. 

• The CO2 gas dissolved under 
pressure comes out of solution when 
the bottle is opened and the pressure 
drops. 
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. . .,,LIi'-'' in sa tu r,itcd ,1 lvL'L>l,1r ,1ir (,,ir 1111h,, llin, 
om par· thL' o, g,•n partial pie. ,· , 01 , 111110s! lhL· sanw bt· , IU ,t• th , ~s) ,ind 

. I l C" n,c V,1 LK~' ( I l g,1)( 
in ,trlcria l blood, for 111, •11 •· •,11 111,. ,,n 111e ,,osc, in I ll' lu ngs ·s d1, Ttriunt w, ' · 0 • · ~ 
solved in blood come to equt , , . ,o lution h,,ngc~ whil · th l' kn, 

If I . I ., urc of a r•,1& o c1 a . ·1 13 P<'rJtu t 1c part1n pies- ' " 1 , '" ll be found cas, . c DLis,, / /). r~;1 1 b TI of 11c g,,, "' 1s 
const,mt. the new so u . 1 1 . . I lcnry'~ law an bL' rcst,1 IL•d lo , how 

1 
" on 

slant v,1 luc nl conslanl te111pcrnturc, . low 
001 variable hani; •~ if the other ch,mgc,. 

S = ~ = k (Where k is 0 11 tan I a t a fi xed t ·111 pc rnturL•) 
,,, 1'2 

. ' llustration of how to ust· thi , cqu,11ion . Worked Exa mple 9.3 g ives an 1 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9.3 Solubil ity of Gases: Henry' L,1w 
· H tl I bilityofoxygcninbloodi 0.44g• / 100 At a partial pressure of oxygen in the atmo phere of 159 mm g, ,c so u . rnL. 

. . . . I t· I ressure of 02 1s 56 rnm Hg? What ts the o lub1lt ty of oxygen 111 blood at 11,000 ft, where t 1e par ta P 

ANALYSIS According to Henry's law, the solubility of the gas di vided by its pressu re is con tant: 

I C2 
Pi = Pi 

Of the four variables in this equation, we know P1, C1, and P2, and we need to find C2, 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE The pressure drops by a factor of about 3 (from 159 mmHg to 56 mm Hg). Since the ratio of 

solubility to pressure is constant, the solubili ty must also drop by a factor of 3 (from 0.44 / 100 mL to about 
0.15 g/100 mL) . 

SOLUTION 

STEP 1: Identify known information. We 
have values for P1, C1, and P2. 

STEP 2 : Identify answer and units. We are 
looking for the solubil ity of 0 2 (C2) at a partial 
pressure P2. 

STEP 3 : Identify conversion factors or equa
tions. ln this case, we restate Henry's law to 
solve for C2. 

STEP 4 : Solve, Substitute the known values 
into the equation and calculate C2. 

P1 = 159 mmHg 

C 1 = 0.44 g/ 100 ml 

P2 = 56 mmHg 

Solubili ty of 0 2, C2 = ?? g/ 100 ml 

C = C1P2 = (0.44 g/ 100 mL)(56 mmHg) _ 
2 p

1 159 Aunt!g - 0.15 g/ 100 mL 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated answer matches our estimate. 

PROBLEM9.6 

At 20 °C and a partia l pr~ssttre of 760 mmHg, the solubility of CO
2 

in water 
ts 0.169 g / 100 ml. What ts the solubility of CO2 a t 2.5 x 104 mm Hg? 

PROBLEM9.7 

~ta total _a tmospheric pre~~ure of 1.00 atm, the partial pressure of CO
2 

in air 
1s approximately 4.0 X 10 atm. Us.mg the data in Problem 9.6 what is the 
solubi lity of CO2 in an open bottle of seltzer water at 20 °C? ' 
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7 Units of Concentration 
9. 

ough we speak casually of a solution of, say, orange juice as ei ther "dilute" or 
AitJ1 ,trated ," laboratory work usually requires an exact knowledge of a solu-
" oncei · A · d . t d · ,., _c , concentrat10n. s m ,ca e m ,able 9.5, there are severa l common methods 
~on 5 ressing concentrat10n. The units differ, but all the methods describe how 
iorche•~olute is presen t in a given quantity of solution . 
ritti 

r,\BLE 9.5 Some Units for Expressing Co ncentration 

coNcENfAATION MEASURE 

~ Molanty, 
Weight/ volume percent, (w /v)% 

Volume/volume percent, (v / v)% 

parts per million, ppm 

SOLUTE MEASURE 

Moles 

Weight (g) 

Volume* 

Parts"' 

•,A.,iy imits can be used as lo11g as they are the same fo r bot Ir solute mid solulim1. 

SOLUTION MEASURE 

Volume (L) 

Volume(mL) 

Volume• 

106 parts• 

Let us look a t each of the fo ur concentration measures lis ted in Table 9.5 indi
vidually, beginning with 1110/arih;. 

Mole/Volume Concentration: Molarity 
/o/, saw in Chapter 6 that the various rela tionships behveen amounts of reactants 
\ ~ products in chemical reactions are calculated in moles (Sections 6.4---6.6). Thus, 
~ most generally useful means of expressing concentration in the laboratory 1s 
t elari!Y (Ml, the number of moles of solute dissolved per li ter of solution. For exam
ml:, a solution made by dissolvingL00 mol (58.5 g) of NaCl in enough wat_er to give 
i.oo L of solution has a concen tration of 1.00 mol/L, or 1.00 M. The molanty of_any 
sclution is found by d ividing the number of m oles of solute by the number of liters 
of solution (solute + solvent): 

1 
. ( Moles of solute 

Mo an ty M) = Liters of solu tion 

Note that a solution of a given m olarity is prepared by dissolving the solu te 
in enough solvent to g ive a final solution volume of 1.00 L, not by dissolving it in_an 
initial volume of 1.00 L. If an ini ti al volume of 1.00 L were used, the fmal solution 
volume might be a bit larger than 1.00 L because of the additional volume of_ the 
sclute. In practice, the appropriate amow1t of solute is weighed and placed m a 
,~lwnetric flask, as shown in Figure 9.6. Enough solven t 1s th~n added_ to dissolve 
the solute, and further solvent is added until an accura tely calibrated final volume 
is reached. The solution is then shaken until it is uniformly mixed. 

(a) 
(c) 

◄ FIGURE 9.6 Preparing a solu
tion of known molarity. (a) A 
measured number of moles of solute 
is placed in a volumetric flask. 
(b) Enough solvent is added to 
dissolve the solute by swirling . 
(c) Further solvent is carefully added 
until the calibration mark on the neck 
of the flask is reached, and the solu
tion is shaken until uniform. 
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Molari ty can be used as a conversion factor to relate the volume of a solution to 
the number of moles of solu te it contains If we know th I ·t d I f 

1 
· e mo any an vo umc o a 

solution, we can ca cula te the number of moles of solute. If we know the number of 
IIloles of solute and th molarity of the solution, we can find the solu tion's volume. 

Molarity = Moles of solute 
Volume of solution (L) 

Moles of solu te = Molarity x Volume of solution 

Volume of so lution = Moles of solute 
Molarity 

~ e flow diagra m in Figu re 9.7 shows how molarity is used in calculating the 
quantil.Jes of reactants or products ma chemica l reaction, and Worked Examples 9.5 
and_ 9.6 show how the rnlcula tions are done. Note that Problem 9.10 employs 
111 11/rmolar (mM) concentrations, w hich are usefu l in hea lth ca re fie lds for expressing 
low concentrations such as are often found in body fluids (1 mM = 0.001 M). 

► FIGURE 9 . 7 Molarity and conversions. A flow diagram summarizing the use of molarity 
for conversions between solution volume and moles to find quantities of reactants and products 
for chemical reactions in solution. 

WORKED EXAJ\IPLE 9.4 Solu tion Concentration: Molarity 

l•or the b.:11,mced equntmn· 
aA+bB--cC+dD 

Volume of 
solution of A 

Given 

Use molanty as 
- a conversion 

factor. 

Moles of A 
Use coefficienb 
in the balanced 

- equal ion to fi nd 
mole ratios. 

Moles of 8 

i Use molari~y as 
- -- a conversion 

factor. 

Volume of 
solution of B 

find 

What is the molar ity of a solution made by dissolving 2.355 g of su lfuric acid (H2SO4) in water and diluting to a final 
volume of 50.0 mL? The molar m ass of H2S04 is 98. l g / mol. 

ANALYSIS Molarity is d efined as m oles of solute per liter of solution: M = mol/L. Thus, we must firs t find the num
ber of moles of su lfuri c acid by doing a mass to mole conversion, and then divide the number of moles by lhe vol
ume of the solu tion. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE The m olar mass of sulfuric acid is about 100 g / mol, so 2.355 g is roughly 0.025 mo!. The vol
ume of the solution is 50.0 mL, or 0.05 L, so we have about 0.025 mot o f acid in 0.05 L of solu tion, which is a concen
tration of about 0.5 M. 

SOLUTION 

STEP 1: Identify known information. We know the 
mass of sulfuric acid and the final volume of solution. 

STEP 2 : Identify answer including units. We need to 
find the mola rity (M ) in units of m oles per liter. 

STEP a: Identify conversion factors and equations. 
We know both the amount of solute and the volume 
of solution, but first we must m ake two conversions: 
convert mass of H2SO4 to m oles of H2S04, using molar 
mass as a conversion facto r, and convert volume from 
milWiters to Ii ters: 

Mass of H2S04 = 2.355 g 

Volume of solution = 50.0 mL 

. Moles H 2SO, 
Molan ty = Lite rs of solution 

(
1 mol H2S04) 

(2.355 ~) 
98

_
1 

g-H{.;t,;j = 0.0240 mol H2SO4 

(50.0 mt:)Co~ ~ ) = 0.0500 L 

STEP 4 : Solve. Substitute the moles of solute and . 0.0240 m ol H2SO4 
volume of solution into the molarity expression . Molanty = 0.0500 L = 0.4SO M 

BALLPARK CHECK: The ca lculated answer is close to our estimate, which was 0.5 M. 

WORKED EXAJ\1PLE 9.5 Molarity as Conversion Factor: Molar ity to Mass 

A blood concen tration of 0.065 M e thyl a lcohol (EtOH) is sufficient to induce a 
coma. At this concen tra tion, what is the tota l mass of a lcohol (in grams) in an 
adult male w hose total b lood volume is 5.6 L? The molar m ass of ethyl alcohol 
is 46.0 g/ mol. (Refer to the flow diagra m in Figure 9.7 to identify which con-

versions are needed .) 
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· (0 065 M) and a volume (5.6 l ) Wh' 
AN \ D SIS We are given a molarity ~f a lcohol in the blood . A mole to tch al!oi.s 
us to caJculate the number of moles rnassc

00 \'ersion then gi1·es the mass of alcohol. · 

Gilen 

\ olume of Moles of 

~-b-lood__ ----

I ind 

Mass of 
EtOH - ; EtOH 

Use molarity as a 
conversion factor 

Use mola r mass as a 
conversion factor 

SOLUTION 

(
0.065 mol EtOH) _ 0 36 I EtOH 

(5.6 U,laod) l l.-bloo'ct - · mo 

(
46.0 g EtOH) 

(0.36 meH:teH) 1 mei-OOJ'I = 17 g EtOH 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9.6 Molarity as Conversion Factor: Molarity to Volume 

ln our stomachs, gastric juice that is about 0.1 M in HCJ aids in digestion. How 
many millili ters of gastric juice will react completely with an antacid tablet lhat 
contains 500 mg of magnesium hydroxide? The molar mass of Mg(OH)

2 
is 

58.3 g / mol, and the balanced equation is 

2 HCl(aq) + Mg(OH)i(aq) -------> M gCl2(aq) + 2 H20(/) 

ANALYSIS We are given the molarity of HCI and need to find the volume. 
We first con vert the mass of Mg(OHh to moles and then use the coefficients 
in the balanced equation to find the moles of HCI that will react. Once we have 
the moles of HCI and the molarity in moles per lite r, we can find the volume. 
These conversions are summarized in the following flow diagram . 

Gi\'en 

Mass of 
Mg(OH~ T 

Mol,s of Moles of 

Mg(OHl, T HCI 

Use mol.1r mass as a Use mole ratios as a 
conversion factor. conversion factor. 

SOLUTION 

\ 
find 

Volwneot 
HCI 

Use molarity as a 
conversion factor. 

( lg )[l mol Mg(OHh ] 
[500 mg-Mg(efin] 1000 mg 583 g.-Mg{efin = 0.008 58 mol Mg(OHh 

[0.008 58 mol-Mg{0Hn][ 1 n~](
0

_
1

1 ~et) = 0.2L (200 mL) 

PROBlE-.1 9.8 

What is the molarity of a solution that contains 50.0 g of vitamin B1 
hydrochloride (molar mass = 337 g / mol) in 160 mL of solution? 

PROBLEM9.9 

How many moles of solute are present in the follow ing solutions? 

(a) 175 m L of0.35 M a 0 3 (b) 4SO ml of 1.--1 M HN0 3 
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pltOBI.EM9.10 

The concentration of cholesterol (C27H460) in blood is approximately 
s.0 m.M. How many grams of cholesterol are in 250 ml of blood? 

PROBLEM 9.11 

What mass (in grams) of calcium carbonate is needed to react completely 
with 65 mL of 0.12 M HCI according to the foUowing equation? 

2 HCl(aq) + CaC03(aq) - CaCJ2(aq) + HiO(I) + C02(g) 

Weight/Volume Percent Concentration, (w/v)o/o 

One of the most common methods for expressing percent concentration is to give 
the number of grams (weight) as a percentage of the number of milliliters (volume) 
of the final solution-called the weight/volume percent concentration, (w/v)¾. 
Mathematically, (w / v)% concentration is found by taking the nu mber of grams of 
solute per milliliter of solution and multiplying by 100%: 

Mass of solute (g) 
(w/v)% concentration = --- - ----=-- x 100% 

Volume of solution (mL) 

For example, if 15 g of glucose is dissolved in enough water to give 100 mL of solu
tion, the glucose concentration is 15 g/ 100 ml or 15% (w / v): 

15 g glucose 
JO0 mL solution X JOO%= lS% (w / v) 

To prepare 100 ml of a specific weight/ volume solution, the weighed solute is 
dissolved in just enough solvent to give a final volume of 100 mL, not in an initial vol
ume of 100 mL solvent. (If the solute is dissolved in 100 mL of solvent, the final vol
ume of the solution w ill likely be a bit larger than 100 mL, since the volume of the 
solute is included.) ln practice, solutions are prepared using a volumetric flask, as 
shown previously in Figure 9.5. Worked Example 9.7 illustrates how weight/ volume 
percent concentration is fow1d from a known mass and volume of solution. 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9.7 Solution Concentration: Weight/ Volume Percent 

A solution of heparin sod ium, an an ticoagulant for blood, contains 1.8 g of 
heparin sodium dissolved to make a final volume of 15_ m; of solution. What ts 
the weigh t/ volume percent concentration of this solution. 

ANALYSIS Weight/ volume percent concen tration is defined as the mass ?f the 
solute in grams divicled by the volume of solution in milliliters and mulhplied 
by JOO%. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE The mass of solute (1.8 g) is smaller than the volume of 
solvent (15 mL) by a little Jess than a factor of 10. The weight/volume percent 
should thus be a little greater than 10%. 

SOLUTION 

_ _ 1.8 g heparin sodium X JOO% = 12% (w /v) 
(w / v)% concentration - 15 mL 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated (w / v)% is reasonably close to our original 

estimate of 10%. 
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WORKED EXAMPLE 9_0 Weight/ Volume Percent as Conversion Factor: 

Volume to Mas, 

How many g rams of NaCl arc needed to prepare 250 mL of a 1.5% (w /v) saline 

solution? 

ANALYSIS Wear~ g iven a concentration _a nd a vol um~ and we nee_d to find the 
mass of solute by rearranging the equation for (w / v) Yo concentration. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE TI1e desired (w / v)% value, 1.5%, is be~•cen 1 and 2% 
For a volume of 250 mL, we would need 2.5 g of solute f~r a 1 Yo _(w I v) solutio; 
and 5.0 g of solute for a 2% solution. Thus, for our 1.5 Yo solution, we neect a 
mass midway between 2.5 and 5.0 g, or about 3.8 g . 

SOLUTION 

Since 
, , 

0 
_ Mass of solu te in g x lOO% 

(\\/,) Yo - Volume of solution in mL 

then 
(Volume of solution in mL)((w / v)]% 

Mass of solute in g = !00% 

<250)(1.5%) - 3 75 - 3 8 = JOO% - . g - . g NaCl 

(2 significant figures) 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated answer matches our estimate. 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9.9 Weight/ Volume Percent as Convers ion Factor: 
Mass to Volume 

How many milliliters of a 0.75% (w /v) solution of the food preservative sodium 
benzoatc are needed to obtain 45 mg? 

ANALYSIS We are given a concentration and a mass, and we need to find the 
volume of solution by rearranging the equation for (w / v)% concentration. 
Remember that 45 mg = 0.045 g. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE A 0.75% (w /v) solution contains 0.75 g (750 mg) for every 
JOO mL of solution, so 10 ml contains 75 mg. To obta in 45 mg, we need a little 
more than half this volume, or a little more than 5 mL. 

SOLUTION 

Mass of solute in g 
Since (w/v)% = --------"-- X 100% 

Volume of solution in mL 

V I 
. . (Mass of solute in g)( l OO'lo) then o ume of solution 111 mL = ______ _..::;_ __ 

(w/ v)% 

= (0.045 g)(100%) = 
6

_
0 

mL 

0.75% 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated answer is consistent with our estimate of a 
little more than 5 mL. 

PROBLEM 9.12 

In clinical lab reports, some concentrations are g iven in mg / d L. Convert a 
Ca

2
+ concentration of 8.6 mg / dL to weight/ vo lume percent. 
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rnoBLEM 9.1 ·1 

,, ,,.at is the weight/volume perc, t . . 
' '" . . d 'd . en concentration o f a solut,on that contains 
23 g of potassium ,o , e m 350 m L of aq ueous solution? 

pROBLEM 9.14 

)-low many grams of solute are needed to prepare the following solutions? 

(a) 125.0 m L of 16% (w /v) g lucose (C
6
H

12
o

6
) 

(b) 65 mL of 1.8% (w / v) KC! 

Volume/Volume Percent Concentration, (v/v)% 
'fhe concentration of a solutio n made by dissolving one liquid in another is often 
given by expressing the volume o f solute as a percen tage o f the volume of final 
solution-the volume/votu_me per~ent concentration, (v/ v)%. Mathematically, the vol
UJ11eof thesolute (usually m m,lhltters) per milliliterof solution is multiplied by 100%: 

(v/v)% concentration = Volume of solute (mL) X 100% 
Volurne of solution (mL) 

for example, if 10.0 mL of ethyl alcohol is dissolved in eno ugh water to give 
100.0 mL of solution, the ethyl alcohol concen tration is (10.0 mL/ 100.0 mL) x 
l00% = 10.0% (v /v). 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9.10 Volume Percent: Volume of Solution to Volume 
of Solute 

How many milliliters of methyl alcohol are needed to prepare 75 m L of a 5.0% 
(v/v) solution ? 

ANALYSIS We are given a solution volume (75 mL) and a concentration [5.0% 
(v/v), meaning 5.0 mL solute / 100 mL solution]. The concentration acts as a 
conversion factor for finding the amount of methyl alcohol needed. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE A 5% (v / v) solution contains 5 mL of solute in 100 mL of 
solution, so the amount of solute in 75 mL of solution m ust be about three
fourths of 5 mL, which means between 3 an d 4 mL. 

SOLUTION 

(
5.0 mL methyl alcohol) 

(75 ~luttOfi) . = 3.8 mL methyl alcohol 
100 mh-solutt'lffi 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated answer is consistent with our estimate of 

between 3 and 4 mL. 

PROBLEM 9.15 

How would you use a 500.0 m L volumetric flask to prepare a 7.5% (v / v) solu

tion of acetic acid in water? 

PROBLEM 9.16 

What volume of solute (in m illiliters) is needed to p repare the following 

solutio ns? 

<•) 100 mL of 22% (v / v) ethyl alcohol (b) 150 m Lof 12% (v / v ) acetic acid 
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Parts per Million (ppm) )" 
. . . •ht/ volume percent, (w /v Yo, and volull1 

TI,e concentr.111011 units wc,g f d as pnrts per /11111dred(pph) s ince l o/. e/voJ~ 
percent, (\' / \')':u, can a lso be de u;;ations are very s ma ll, a often occu: ll1eql\sollie 
item per JOO items. When concen /contaminants, it is more conve1cient: 111 deaJi l\i 
with trace amount of pollutants .

0 
( pb) The "parts" can be in any O LISe p/& 

. . I parts per b1ll1on P · ' Urut f '4 
per m1ll1on (ppm or 1 ·ts of both solute and solvent are the O eitfie 
mass or volume as long as t 1e WU same: r 

Mass of solute (g) X 106 or 

ppm = Mass of solution (g) 

Volume of solute (ml) 

Volume of solu tion (rnl) >< JQ6 

Mass of solute (g) X 109 or Volume o f solu te (ml) 
Ppb = ( ) Volume of solution (ml) >< 109 

Mass of solution g 

T k I the maximum aUowable concentration in air of th ,o ta e an examp e, 
1 1 

. e orga . 
1 b (C H ) is currently set by governmen regu a hon a t 1 Ppm A n~ 

so vent enzene 6 6 k •ir " t " f • . · co 
centration of J ppm means that if you ta ea m, ,on par s o au many Unit n. 
ml- then J of those parts is benzene vapor and the other 999,999 parts are~ 

gases: 

_ l ml X lO" 
1 ppm - 1,000,000 ml 

Because the density of water is approximately 1.0 g / ml a t room ternperat 
1.0 l (or 1000 ml) of an aqueous solution weighs 10_00 g. Therefor~, when <lea:· 
with very dilute concentrations of solutes dissolved m water, ppm 1s equivale t g 

. . I /l l . n lo mg solute/l solution, and ppb 1s eqmvalent to µ g so ute so ution. To dernonstra 
that these units are equivalent, the conversion from ppm to mg/l is as follows: 

1
' 

( 
J g-whrte ) ( 1 mg solute )(1a3 g-sohrtilm) 1 rng solute 

1 
ppm = 106 g..wluti-ofi 10- 3 g-solu-re 1 l solution = 1 L solution 

WORKED EXAMPLE 9,11 ppm as Conversion Factor: Mass of Solution 
to Mass of Solute 

The maximum allowable concentration of chloroform, CHCl3, in drinking 
water is 100 ppb. What is the maximum amount (in grams) of chloroform 
allowed in a glass containing 400 g (400 ml) of water? 

ANALYSIS We are given a solution amount (400 g) and a concentration (100 ppb). 
Th.is concentration of 100 ppb means 

Mass of solute (g) 
9 100 ppb = X 10 

Mass of solution (g) 

This equation can be rearranged to find the mass of solute. 

BALLPARK ESTIMATE A concentration of 100 ppb means there are 
JOO X 10-9 g (J X 10- 7 g) of solute in 1 g of solution. In 400 g of solution, we 
should have 400 times this amount, or 400 x 10- 7 = 4 x 10- 5 g. 

SOLUTION 

Mass of solution (g) 
Mass of solute (g) = -----~".: x 100 ppb 

109 

400g 
= - 9- X 100 ppb = 4 x 10-s g (or 0.04 mg) 

10 

BALLPAJlK CHECK: The calculated answer matches our estimate. 

RLl' L£M9,17 
p 1· . 

. the concentra IOn 111 ppm of sodium fl 'd . 
1~hatfl':oridated by the addition of 32 mg of a~1~~~ ee m ta2p0 wk atefr that_ has 
i,eeo very go solution? 

OBLI M 9.18 
pR 

maximum amounts of lead and copper aUowed • d . ki 
'fhC "' d d 1 3 111 nn ng water are 
015 n,g/kg for lea an . mg/kg for copper. Express these values in arts 

O. r n,iJlion, and tell the maxunum amow1t of each (in grams) allow:d in 
I'!, ofwater. 
t"" g 

9,8 Dilution 
' solutions, from o range ju.ice to chemical reagents, are stored in high concen

\1aJl)nsand then prepared for use by d1/ut10n-that is, by adding additional solvent 
~auo t ah·on For ex l · h olo1eer the concen r . amp e, you m ,g t make up l / 2 gal of orange ju ice 
I , adding water to a canned concentrate. In the same way, you might buy a medi
b) r chemical reagent m concentrated solution and dilute it before use. 
00

'~e key fact to remembe r about dilution is that the amount of solute remains 
eonstant; only the volume 1s changed by adding more solven t. If, for example, the 
jnitial and final concentrations are g iven m molarity, then we know that the num
wof moles of solute 1s the same both before and afte r dilution, and can be deter
muied by multiplymg molanty times volume: 

Number of moles = Molarity (mol/ l) x Volume (l) 

&,cause the number of moles remains constant, we can set up the foUowi.ng equa
tion, where M1 and V I refer to the solution before dilution, and M2 and v 2 refer to 
fuesolution after d ilution: 

Moles of solute= M1 V1 = M2V2 

This equation can be rewritten to solve for M2, the concentration of the solution 
after dilution: 

where is a dilution fnctor 

The equation shows that the concentratio n after dilution (M2) can be found by mul
tiplying the initial concentration (M1) by a dilution factor, which is simply the ratio of 
tr, initial and final solution volumes (V 1/ V 2). If, for example, the solution volume 
increases by a factor of 5, from 10 ml to 50 ml, then the concentration must decrense 
~ 1/5 its initial value because the dilution factor is 10 ml/50 ml, or 1/ 5. Worked 
Example 9.12 shows how to use this relationship for calculating dilutions. 

The relationship between concentration and volume can also be used to find 
what rolume of initial solution to start with to achieve a given dilution: 

Since M 1V1 = M2V2 

then 
M2 

V1 = V2 X M, 

In this case, V1 is the initial volume that mus t be diluted to prepare a less concentrated 
solution with volume V 2. The initial volume is found by multiplying the final volume 
IVi) by the ratio of the final and initial concentrations (M:J M 1)- For example, to 
deciease theconcentra tion of a solution to I / 5 its ini tial value, the initial volume must 
~l /Sthedesired final volume. Worked Example9.13givesa sample calculation. 
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• Orange juice concentrate 1s diluted 
with water before drinking. 

Dilution factor The ratio of the 
initial and final solution volumes 
(V,/ Vz). 
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. 05 and following example~ dca] "'. 
--"·ng = uat10 d'I t· . 1th Although the prec=1 . --, 1 oting that the I u 1011 L'qUdlton ca cone 

I .1 • ·115 wort 1 n . h ' 1 n be l\ tration units of mo an ), 1 . nits presented u, t 1s sec ton, or &e"'1, 
alized to the o ther concentration u · 

c1V1 = C2V2 

WORKED EXA~IPLE 
.1 i·on of Solutions: Concentration 

9, J2DiUI 
. f 75 mL of a 3.5 M glucose solution is d'I 

What is the final concentra tion 1 1 llle,i 
10 

a volume of 450 mL? 

I f solu te is constant, so 
A"IAL YSIS The number of mo es 0 

M,V1 = M2V2 

. f we know the initial concentr . 
Of the four variables in this equa ,on, d the final volume V 4~ atton ~1 
(3.5 M), the initial volume V 1 (75 m_L), an 2 ( 50 llll), and 
we need to find the final concentration Mz. 

J · creases by a factor of 6 from 75 BALLPARK ESTIM \TE TI1c vo ume u, ' rnL I 
450 mL, so the concentration must decrease by a factor of 6, from 3.S i 
to about 0.6 M. 

SOLUTION 
Solving the abo,·e equation for M2 and substituting in the known values gives 

M1 V1 (3.5 M glucose)(75 ml'.) = 0 58 M 1 M - . g ucose 2=v;-- 450mt: 

BALLPARK CHECK: The calculated answer is close to our estimate of 0.6 M. 

WORKED EXAJ\IPI.E 9.13 Dilution of Solutions: Volume 

Aqueous NaOH can be purchased at a concentration of 1.0 M. How would you 
use this concentrated solution to prepare 750 mL of 0.32 M NaOH? 

ANALYSIS The number of moles of solute is constant, so 

M1V1 = M2V2 

Of the four variables in this equation, we know the initial concentration M1 
(1.0 M), the final volume V 2 (750 ml), and the final concentration M 2 (0.32 M), 
and we need to find the initial volume VI· 

BAU.PARK ESTIMATE We want the solution concentration to d ecrease by a fac
tor of about 3, from 1.0 M to 0.32 M, which means we need to dilute the 1.0 M 
solution by a facto r of 3. This means the final volume m ust be about 3 times 
greater than the initial volume. Because our final volume is to be 750 ml, we 
must start w ith an initial volume of about 250 ml. 

SOLUTION 

Solving the above equation for Vi and substituting in the known values gives 

V2M2 (750 ml)(0.32 M) 
Vi = -- = -----~ = 240 m l 

M1 1.0M 

To prepare the desired solution, dilute 240 ml of LO M aOH with water to 
make a final volume of 750 ml. 

BALLPARK CHECK: TI1e calcula ted answer (240 mL) is reasonably close to our 
estimate of 250 ml. 

SECTION 9.9 Ions in Solu11on. Eledrolvtc, 275 

f -Jn1<'.hloric acid is normally purchased at a concentration of 1' OM What 
tl~e hnal concentration tf 100.0 ml of 12.0 M HCI is diluted to SOO.O ·ml? 

" 

eous amrnonia is commercially available at a concentration of 16 0 M 
A~~< inuch of th~ concen trated solution would you use to prepare 500.0 mL 
t-1° 1 25 M solution? 
of a · 

f 
19,21 

n,e Environmenta l Protection Agency has set the limit for arsenic in drink
water at 0.010 ppm. To what volume would you need to dilute 1.5 L of 

lllg r containing 5.0 ppm arsenic to reach the acceptable limit? \fate · 

9.9 Jons in Solution: Electrolytes 
k at Figure 9.8, which shows a light bulb connected to a power source through 
~ it that is interrupted by two metal strips dipped into a beaker of liquid. When 
•~ps are dipped into pure water, the bulb remains dark, but when they are 
: ~ into an a_queous NaCl _solution, the circuit is closed and the bulb lights. As 

P tioned previously m Section 4.1, tlus simple demonstration shows that ionic 
::paunds in aqueous solution can conduct electricity. (CD:>, p. 79) 

(a) (b) 

• AGURE 9.8 A simple demonstration shows that electricity can flow through a solution 
of ions. (a) With pure water in the beaker, the circuit is incomplete, no electricity flows, and the 
IIJb does not ltght. (b) With a concentrated NaCl solution in the beaker, the circuit is complete, 
iktroty flows, and the hght bulb glows. 

Substanm; like aCI that conduct an electric current when dissolved in water 
are called electrolytes. Conduction occurs because negatively d1arged Cl anions 
1111grate through the solution toward the metal strip conn!cted to the positive ter
llllnal of the power source, whereas positively charged a catio11S m1grat': toward 
11-estrip connected to the negative terminal. As you might expect, U1e _ab1ltty of a 
solution to conduct electricity depends on the concentration of ions m solutton. 
DisbUed w,1ter contaiJ,s ,·irtually no ions and is nonconducting; o rdmary tap water 
Ctl\tains low concentrations of dissolved io11S (mostly 1a .. , K+, M g2+, Ca

2
+, 

illdCrJ and is weakly conducting; and a concentrated solution of 1aCI is strongly 
tnndueting. 

Electrolyte A substance that pro
duces ions and therefore conducts 
electricity when dissolved in water. 


